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January 12, 1990

During the past two years, Morehead State University has undergone
a very careful self-evaluation of all that it does as an
institution of higher education.
over 2 00 faculty, students,
staff, administrators, and regents participated in a thorough selfexamination of data and opinions about the University's operations
and programs. Their efforts have been tireless and exemplary. The
culmination of this work resulted in a self-study report which
identifies both our strengths and weaknesses. Recommendations and
suggestions were made by various committees and finalized by a
representative steering committee. The many months of work have
resulted in both praise and constructive criticism.
The University's Vice Presidents and I have thoroughly reviewed
all reports and we have already begun to direct the institution
toward the completion of many of the recommendations and
suggestions. The recommendations identified those areas we must
address in order to maintain a high quality of educational
opportunities for our students and service to our region and the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. The suggestions provided helpful ideas
to continue the task of enhancing and promoting excellence. Two
documents have been prepared that represent the results of our
self-study and our attempts to address our own recommendations.
We look forward to the next phase of the reaffirmation of
accreditation process with the visit of a team of experts who will
add ~o the review.
The commitment of the entire· University to
entertain alternatives that will help us improve can only make us
an even better institution of higher education.

(J~ M
c. Nelson Grote
President
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Responses to the Recommendations in
the University's SACS Self-Study Report
2.0 Institutional Purpose
No recommendations

3.1 Planning and Evaluation
No recommendations

3.2 Institutional Research
l.

Recommendation: The University must regularly evaluate its institutional research
function.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Office of Planning,
Institutional Research, and Evaluation (OPIRE) adopted goals in July, 1989 for 1989-90 which
clearly identify key individuals and offices that should regularly receive institutional research
(IR) data, analyses, and reports. It will now be easier to implement a formal and regular
evaluation process since appropriate recipients of IR materials have been identified. One part
of the annual evaluation of the Director of OPIRE by her immediate supervisor, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and informally by the President is to determine how well
OPIRE's goals have been reached. In turn, the Director of OPIRE formally evaluates each
employee in the office and works with each to set realistic yearly goals related to the unit's
goals. With the change in the title and responsibilities of the IR Research Analyst to those
of a Coordinator of Institutional Research and with the establishment of goals and expectations
related to m9re effectiveness and efficiency, the director will be better able to assess the quality
I

and quantity of work performed in the IR function of the office.
In order to evaluate the actual institutional research projects conducted by OPIRE, a mail
survey was administered in June, 1989 to determine the quality and appropriateness of the
Fall Profile, which is distributed to MSU decision-makers. Questions were asked about how

helpful the information is, and recommendations for changes were requested. Results of the
survey are being used to propose changes in ,the Fall Profile and to interface it with other
budget and statistical documents.

Responses to Recommendatiou
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Assessment of one of !R's responsibilities-reporting to the Kentucky Council on Highe:r
Education-came in the form of a formal meeting with some members of the CHE staff and
the coordinator of the state's comprehensive data base. Suggestions from him and his staff
provided insight into new methods and strategies that can be used for external reporting.

Work that Remains: The survey of users of the Fall Profile will become an annual activity.
Other surveys will be conducted asking various planning groups to assess the quality ano
~

quantity of materials provided to them for planning activities. Meetings have been held with

>T-

the academic deans, and they are now asking department chairs to identify additional ~
institutional research work that they need. The same type of interviews will be held with
the Vice President for Administrative and Fiscal Services and the Vice President for Student
Life.

Expected Completion Date: The above surveys will be completed during Spring 1990 and
annually thereafter. On•g<:>ing assessment of IR will become a formal part of the institutional
effectiveness process of the University.

Cost of Implementation: Minimal cost of printing and survey analyses. Additional costs
will be absorbed.
2. Xecommendation:

The Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and Evaluation

must develop an ongoing process for systematic initiation ofprojects and distribution
of research findings to University decision-makers.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Since completion of the selfstudy of the institutional research (IR) function of the University, goals for 1989-90 have been
established and approved by the President and the Vice President for Academic Affairs. One
goal includ!es the expansion of "the scope of institutional research to include more institutional
issues while maintaining responsibilities for appropriate external and internal reporting."
Maintaining such a balance of meeting demands from inside and outside the University is
an important goal for OPIRE. Initiatives completed by November 1, 1989, to accomplish the
above stated goal include the following: 1) The Director of OPIRE is -amember of the President's
Executive Staff and meets twice a week with key University decision-makers, thus gaining
direct insight into what information and research are needed; 2) The Director of OPIRE is
a member of the University's Planning Council and meets with the external and internal
environmental planning groups, thereby gaining immediate knowledge about what the

Responses to Recommendations
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planning groups need to perform their duties. The director can then directly request information
and research findings from the Coordinator of Institutional Research and other appropriate
offices; 3) The Director of OPIRE and the Coordinator of Institutional Research are members
of the SACS Steering Committee and have made an extensive list of possible research projects
suggested by the self-study subcommittees. IR provided numerous reports and data for all
SACS subcommittees; .4) The Director of OPIRE is a member of the Academic Council, where
the need for information is frequently discussed, thus providing another mechanism for ~
responding to the needs of decision-makers; and 5) Lines of communication between OPIRE $:
and the University community have been opened so that the office is better aware of the
types of projects that _would be useful for decision-makers. For example, two recent studies
concentrated on graduate :student stipends and summer faculty salaries, which are topics of
immediate importance for budget decisions.

Work that Remains: There are many institutional research projects that may need to be
conducted, e.g., academic program needs, facilities studies, faculty workload, etc. Since MSU
has adopted a decentralized approach to IR where OPIRE oversees such projects to maintain
quality and consistency, some data analyses are done by other offices, and additional studies
are under consideration.

Expected Completion Date: Much has been completed to meet this recommendation. New
projects have been initiated, and a decentralized procedure has been established. Serious
consideration to adding more IR staff will be given in the second year of the biennium. Until
then, a decentralized approach has been adopted as an alternative to meeting this
recommendation.

Cost of Implementation: An additional IR analyst would cost approximately $25,000.
Additional pperating and equipment costs would be approximately $7,000.

·;if
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Responses to Recommendations

4.1
l.

Undergraduate Programs

Recommendation: The Faculty Senate must be asked to study the need for a
committee on admissions.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: In April, 1988, the Faculty
Senate reviewed the need for a committee on admissions and recommended the establishment
of a University Standing Committee on Undergraduate Admissions. As with other proposed
committees during 1988-89, approval was delayed until the completion of the work of the Task ;
Force to Review University Standing Committees. This task force was established by President
Grote in October, 1989 to examine the composition, duties and responsibilities, and processes
of all existing and proposed University standing committees. Suggestions made by the task
force will be referred to the Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, and Student Government Association
for additional review and comment. One committee being considered by the task force 1s a
Committee on Admissions. While the task force is completing its work, President Grote has
asked the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee to review admission standards for
undergraduate students. Tlle review is in progress.

Work that Remains: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees will make
a recommendation that will be considered by the President. Prior to any final adoption, input
will be sought from the Faculty Senate.

Expected Completion Date: June 1990.
Cost of Implementation: None.
2.

Recommendation: All departmental policies used to validate experiential learni116
must be c~llected in a single document for dissemination to interested students.
'

Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Vice President for
Academic Affairs has requested that all departmental policies on experiential learning
validation be collected and deposited in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs..
The materials will be reviewed and revised where needed. The Dean of Undergraduate Programs
will be responsible for consolidating the administrative policies into one document that will
be distributed upon request.

~
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Work that Remains: When the departmental policies are collected, they will be compiled
and distributed upon request.
Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.
Cost of Implementation: Minimal duplicating costs.
3. Recommendation: New policies must be developed which provide more specific

statements of the criteria for both measurable scholastic progress and suspension.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: A revised policy stating the
criteria for measurable scholastic progress and suspension has been developed and endorsed
by the University Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. This policy has been reviewed by
the Educational Standards Committee of the Faculty Senate, and a first reading has been
presented to the full Senate for review and recommendation.
Work that Remains: After receiving input from the Faculty Senate and other appropriate
groups, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will propose a policy for Presidential approval.
Expected Completion Date:

Spring 1990.

Cost of Implementation: None.
4.

Recommendation: A policy must be developed which requires each program to make
available the competencies which students are expected to acquire.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Vice President for
Academic Affairs has received input from the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee on a
statement of procedure. The Vice President will now notify all academic units that they must
establish procedures for making available educational competencies expected of students in
degree programs. Mechanisms and processes established for making such information available
will be on file with the appropriate dean, undergraduate or graduate.

Work that Remains:

Appropriate documentation needs to be sent to the deans' offices.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.

/;,a
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Cost of Implementation: Minimal duplicating costs.
5. Recommendation:

The University must review the numbering system for course·

and prerequisites.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The numbering system fl-:
all courses was reviewed during the Spring 1989 semester by a subcommittee composed o:
representatives from the Graduate Committee and the Undergraduate Curriculum Committ The subcommittee report included recommendations for both undergraduate and gradu a
courses. These recommendations were subsequently reviewed and revised by the Undergradua
Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Committee and sent to the Educational Stan dar •
Committee of the Faculty Senate. While this process ofreviewing the current numbering syst
is being conducted, the University continues to review class rosters for 500-level classes ar. ·
to notify department chairs of students who are inappropriately enrolled in 500-level clas .
Those students are subsequently dropped from such classes.

Work that Remains: After review and recommendation by the Faculty Senate, chan
in the current system will be considered by the Vice President for Academic Affairs and

aL

changes subsequently approved by the President.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.
Cost of Implementation: None.
6. Recommendation:

The University must review the general education program.

Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: With the last change in .
University'$ general education program, the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee w charged with the responsibility of reviewing the program. The committee has established
four-part review procedure to measure the success of the general education program. All p~
of the assessment (administration of ACT COMP, structured interviews with a sampling
faculty and department chairs, a survey of student satisfaction; and a survey of alum
satisfaction) have been completed once, and the committee continues to examine the resul
President Grote has proposed that a University group be asked to review national tren~
in general education requirements and to determine what change's should __be made in MSl:
general education program. Review of general education courses has been incorporated in

~

I:<
I

~
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the University's strategic planning document as a goal to enhance excellence in academic
programs.

Work that Remains:

A University group needs to be appointed, and it needs to conduct

its review. Outcomes assessment of general education will be continued annually.

Expected Completion Date:

Spring 1990 for appointment of the University group; Fall

1992 for completion of the review of the University's general education program and adoption
of proposed changes.

,'

Cost of Implementation: $12,500 for annual assessment costs and $5,000 for review of
the general education program.
1.

Recommendation: An academic policy must be developed which guarantees that
all students will have some minimum number of electives outside their areas of
specialization.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Most of MSU's degree programs
allow students to take courses that are not required for degree completion. The few problem
areas appear to be primarily in programs that are monitored by other accrediting agencies,
e.g., NCATE, NLN, etc. However, even those departments utilizing accreditation guidelines
allow students to elect to enroll in classes from options within the requirements to complete
the major.

Work that Remains: The Dean of Undergraduate Programs has been asked to review specific
majors that appear to limit the number of electives as they relate to accreditation requirements.
If additional attention is needed, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will address the

concern to the appropriate group, e.g., Academic Council, Faculty Senate -committee, standing
committee, etc.

Expected Completion Date:
Cost of Implementation:
8.

Spring 1990.

None.

Recommendation: The University must conduct studies to determine if the
evaluation of students reflects concern for quality and properly discerns levels of
student performance.

Responses to Recommenda ·
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Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Student evaluation has
conceptualized in reference to meeting standards set by outside agencies, meeting competen
set by individual academic departments, and grading practices. Departments with req · ..
licensure examinations monitor the number of students who pass the tests. Longitudinal ' are used by the individual departments to assess quality of programs. Some individual acad departments use the number of students who pass competency tests to measure stu, ' performance. To review grading practices, the Registrar regularly provides grade distribu ·
to academic departments at the end of each semester.

Work that Remains: As more individual academic departments formalize their sp
competencies, opportunities will increase to monitor the number of students who attain des::
competencies. During Spring 1990, the Vice President for Academic Affairs will expand ·
practice of departmental analyses of grade distribution to include review by the college deFollow-up studies will be conducted when deemed necessary.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990 for the grade distribution study and ann
thereafter.

Cost of Implementation: Minimal computer and duplicating costs.

4.2 Graduate Programs
1.

Recommendation: The University must require all instructors of 500-level cour:
in which there is mixed enrollment to specify in course syllabi the additio
requirements for graduate students, ensuring that graduate-level work in
courses is of sufficient complexity and rigor to maintain the distinction betu·
graduate:and undergraduate instruction.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Vice President
Academic Affairs has notified academic departments that for 500-level courses with
enrollment, course syllabi must specify additional requirements for graduate studf"r::
Department chairs have been asked to monitor the practice.

Work that Remains: Completed.
Cost of Implementation: None.

Responses to Recommendations

2. Recommendation:

9

This subcommittee made the same recommendation at this point

as the first recommendation in 4.4 Faculty in regard to qualifications of graduate
faculty. (See Recommendation 4.4.1 below for the response.)

4.3 & 4.5 Special Educational Programs &
Consortia! & Contractual Relationships
No recommendations

4.4
1.

Faculty

Recommendation: The University must maintain and document compliance with
minimum SA CS standards for teaching at the baccalaureate and graduate levels or
justify the employment of any exceptions on an individual basis.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

During the 1988-89 regular

semesters and summer sessions, several faculty members completed coursework which changed
the status of their compliance with SACS standards. Some took graduate classes on-campus,
and others enrolled in graduate classes at other universities. Costs were supplemented with
MSU Foundation funds at the initiative of the President. Others will now be able to take
advantage of a newly adopted educational leave policy approved by the Board of Regents
in November 1989. The credentials of all faculty are now verified with official transcripts
on file in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Newly hired faculty are required
to produce appropriate documentation at the time of final hiring. The Vice President for
Academic Affairs has initiated a process whereby department chairs document unique expertise
and demonstrated competence, and the Vice President oversees the process and monitors any
irregularities. :

Work that Remains:

Completed and ongoing.

Cost of Implementation:
2.

None.

Recommendation: A model salary structure based on clearly stated principles of
equity must be developed. Annual salary reviews must be carried out.

Responses to Recommendations
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Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: A formula for determining
faculty salaries on an annual basis has been developed that considers the variables of rank,
degree, years of service, protected class equity, distance from regional benchmark, and market
value of discipline. A computer model has been created that efficiently calculates salaries.
With the exception of the "market value of discipline" variable, this system was used

to

determine faculty salary increases for 1989-90. A subcommittee of the Fiscal Affairs Commit~
of the Faculty Senate worked with the Vice President for Academic Affairs to evaluate t

"
if

salary distribution model used in 1988-89 and has proposed some changes to be consider
for 1990-91.

Work that Remains: F.inal adoption of the faculty salary model to be used to distribu·
salaries for 1990-91 will be made by the President's Executive Staff during the annual budgeti process.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990 depending on legislative action on bud

~

approval.

Cost of Implementation: Minimal computing costs.
3. Recommendation:

The University must develop a system to periodically e v alu

the faculty. The University must provide guidelines for the use of results of
evaluations in the improvement of the faculty and the educational program.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Minimum guidelines for fac ·
evaluation have been developed by individual academic departments, and written statem
have been collected by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. Department chairs are req
to provide, according to a designated schedule, written feedback to non-te.nured faculty.
''

Work that Remains: The Vice President for Academic Affairs will work with deans
department chairs to write and distribute statements on the guidelines for the use of evalua
results and to refine departmental procedures for evaluation as appropriate.

Expected Completion Date: Calendar year 1990 will represent the first full applica
of the evaluation process.

Cost of Implementation: Minimal duplicating costs.

Responses to Recommendations

4.
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Recommendation: All part-time faculty must meet the same requirements for
professional, experiential and scholarly preparation as their full-time counterparts.
Accurate records of their credentials must be maintained in the Office of Academic
Affairs. A policy covering hiring, supervision, orientation, and evaluation of parttime faculty, as well as their responsibilities must be enacted.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Progress made on documenting
compliance of part-time faculty with appropriate SACS credentials is reported under 4.4.1 above. ;
A goal in the strategic plan adopted by the University focuses on changing hiring practices,·~{·
where appropriate, to improve the hiring of quality instructors, including part-time faculty.
Practices to provide orientation, supervision, and evaluation of part-time faculty have been
drafted, have been approved by the Faculty Senate, and are being reviewed by the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.

Work that Remains:

Practices to provide proper orientation, supervision, and evaluation

of part-time faculty will be forwarded to the President from the Vice President for Academic
Affairs for approval. Efforts to obtain official transcripts of part-time faculty will continue
in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.
Cost of Implementation:

None.

5. Recommendation: A published set of guidelines concerning the appointment,

employment, supervision, evaluation, and reappointment of graduate assistants must
be developed.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

Guidelines have been drafted

by the Dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs and approved by the Graduate
Committee.

Work that Remains: The guidelines need to be approved by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs .

Expected Completion Date: June, 1990.
Cost of Implementation:

None.
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Responses to Recommendation.

5.2 Library
1. Recommendation:

The University must increase and maintain the library budg

percentage of the total University budget to range between the current benchmark
median and the percentages recommended by the Association of College and Research
Libraries (A CRL).
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The University is currentl_
very close to the floor of the targeted range, with total expenditures of $1,467,049, which ·
3.9% of E & G expenditures in 1988-89. However, other expenditures outside these amoun·

included significant progress toward modernizing the library system. The library comple
installation of its computerized system during Summer 1989 and is an active participant ·
statewide programs that increase access to national and regional databases, e.g., KULS, KL.: _
etc. Over $200,000 was spent in 1988-89 on the library's automation system. These funds arreflected in a transfer account, rather than the library's budget, since such funds w transferred to a state account in Frankfort from which the acquisition was made. Th
expenditures would increa.se the library's E & G % by about 0.5%. In 1988 the Council
Higher Education established the Study Committee on Academic Libraries, which contin to propose cooperative ways in which all Kentucky libraries can utilize combined resour
and improve access to important library holdings across the state.
Each year for the past few years, the President has used contingency funds to h :
supplement the library's budget. The University has also made additional funding for • ·
library one of its priorities in the 1990-92 operating budget request to the Council on Hi
Education. Included in the University's 1990-92 request was $200,000 to increase the libr
acquisitions budget for 1990-91 plus an additional $200,000 for 1991-92. If the budget req uis funded through the legislative process at the requested level, these funds will be avail
in the next:biennium.

Work that Remains: Allocation of funds after legislative approval.
Expected Completion Date: June, 1990, depending on budget decisions.
Cost of Implementation: $200,000 would be applied in 1990-91 and an additional $200.
in 1991-92 if the University's budget is funded by the state at the ~equested level.

~

.

~

·•
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2. Recommendation:
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The University must hire additional personnel to meet A CRL

Formula B guidelines for adequacy-with "B" rating minimal, "A" rating desirable.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Several significant changes
in the University library have occurred over the past year which have impacted the number
and type of personnel needed at the library. As mentioned in Recommendation 5.2.1, the MSU
Camden-Carroll Library has completed extensive computerization, changing the nature of
information technology staffing needs in the libraries. The University plans to continue to

i;

evaluate library personnel needs on an annual basis. When vacancies occur or as new positions

;,'.r

are created, the University will make every effort to hire librarians who hold professional
degrees in graduate level library science or learning resources or, where appropriate,
professionals with specialized non-library degrees.

Work that Remains: As a part of the University's institutional effectiveness model, staffing
patterns throughout the instit~tion will be reviewed annually.

Expected Completion Date:· Spring 1990 and annually thereafter.
Cost of Implementation: Unknown.
3. Recommendation:

The institution's policies must be revised to define and establish

the appropriate status, contractual security, evaluation procedures, etc. for
professional librarians.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Vice President for
Academic Affairs has met with the library staff to discuss possible changes in employment
classification status. Job security for librarians is currently covered under PG-3. The Task
Force to Revie\\7 University Standing Committees is reviewing the appointment of librarians
to University committees.

Work that Remains: Consideration of any proposed changes in the current library exempt
staff classification system and final adoption of such changes.

Expected Completion Date: June 1990.
Cost of Implementation: None.
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Responses to Recommendations

4.

Recommendation: In instances in which agreements with other institutions and
off-campus centers are currently informal, separate formal written agreements must
be on file at the Office of Graduate and Special Academic Programs, the Office o

the Vice President for Academic Affairs, or the Library.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Appalachian Graduate
Consortium agreement with Pikeville College is on file in the Office of the Vice President. •'
for Academic Affairs and the Office of the Dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Program~ ·
Also, a written agreement has been established to provide information to area hospitals an ·
health professionals (EKHSIN) and is on file at the Camden-Carroll Library. The Universi _
also has signed contrac~ with SOLINET, OCLC local divisions and NEAHEC. In additio
contracts have been established for all centers and sites where off-campus classes are taug ·

Work that Remains: None.
Expected Completion Date: Completed.
Cost of Implementation: None.

5.3 Instructional Support
1.

Recommendation: Academic programs must be funded at a continuing level th
will permit the purchase of state-of-the-art instructional equipment and replaceme.

of existing equipment.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The CHE's 1990-92 bienn· budget rec?mmendation contains a $1 million non-recurring appropriati-0n for Morehead t

,

University to upgrade and purchase state-of-the-art equipment. While this money will he:,.
address some equipment needs, it will not permit the institution to have the newest equipm e
in all instructional programs. However, the CHE recommendation for MSU is the only sueequipment request made for 1990-92 and is the greatest consideration given to the equipme
needs of the University in recent years. The University has asked the state legislature
an authorization to sell $2.5 million in bonds to satisfy additional instructional progr
equipment needs.

~

R-?sponses to Recommendations

In 1989-90., transfers to the operational budget added over $500,000 (to total $750,000) to
purchase equipment for academic programs. The monies targeted some of the academic areas
noted in SACS subcommittee reports as being in greatest need of equipment. For example,
new computer laboratories were established in the College of Professional Studies, television
equipment was purchased for the Department of Communications, scientific equipment was
obtained for several departments , etc. Additional recurring equipment funds of $200,000 for
1990-91 and $1 ,487,300 in 1991-92 have been requested by the University in its operating budget
request. If the budget request is funded through the legislative process at the requested level ,
these funds would be placed in the operating budget and be available for instructional equipment
purchases. The expenditures of such equipment funds will be prioritized by the Division of
Academic Affairs.

Work that Remains:

Completion of the biennial budget process including legislative

approval.

Expected Completion Date:

1990-92 biennium, assuming adequate funding by the state

legislature.

Cost of Implementation: See above.

5.4 Computer Services
1.

Recommendation: A revised mission statement and a long-range plan for the Office
of Information Technology must be developed, which indicate how academic/
administrative priorities are to be established, resources allocated, and
implementation effected.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

The Office of Information

Technology updated its mission statement and long-range plan following its October, 1988,
reorganization in which data, telecommunication , and printing technologies were consolidated.
The mission statement was developed consistent with the broader Division of Administrative
and Fiscal Services mission statement to provide overall support to the instruction, research,
service, and student life missions of the University. Since the Office oflnformation Technology's
mission and plan updates, the University's strategic planning process has evolved to recommend
specific themes and goals for the University.

Responses to Recommendation
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Work that Remains: As the University's strategic planning process culminates in Sprin
1990, the Office of Information Technology, along with other institutional support units,
reassess current goals and objectives to assure synchronization with the institution-wide pla
Short- and long-range unit goals and objectives will evolve that encompass academic an
administrative computing and telecommunication plans. User surveys will be conducted
determine specific unit needs for the development of budget priorities. The University Com put
Services Committee will be asked to help with the review of the Office of Informatio
Technology's mission, long-range plan, goals, and objectives. These plans will def - •
j
institutional budget setting priorities for information technologies.

Expected Completion Date: 1991-92 fiscal year.
Cost of Implementation: Unknown.
2. Recommendation:

Policies for the allocation of computer resources for academ

and administrative use must be developed with appropriate input from acade
and administrative clients.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: User surveys are be'
developed for soliciting input on academic and administrative computing needs. The Compu
Services Committee is meeting on a more regular basis to provide additional input on
allocation of scarce computing resources.

Work that Remains: A survey will be completed in Spring 1990 to assist the Director
the Office of Information Technology in developing plans for the allocation of comp
resources. The University Computer Services Committee will be asked to assist in plan for the computing services function of the University. Allocation plans will be made u_~
results frorii surveys, committee input, and the direction and leadership of the Office
Information Technology managerial personnel. The University's strategic plan will also h,
establish broader institutional goals and objectives for the allocation decision process.

Expected Completion Date: 1991-92 fiscal year.
Cost of Implementation: Minimal duplicating costs.

Responses to Recommendations
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5.5 Student Development Services
1.

Recommendation: The University must develop a clear statement of the student's
role in institutional decision-making.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The Vice President for Student
Life appointed a committee that included the President of the Student Government Association ,
the President of the Residence Hall Association, the Vice President of the Student Government
Association , the Director of the University Center and Student Activities, and himself to prepare

t

,-:.,:.,1
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a draft statement for review by the SGA and the administration. A statement has been prepared.
Work that Remains:

Review by the Student Government Association and administration

with final approval by the President.
Expected Completion Date: Final statement-Spring 1990; printed m publications
beginning Fall 1990.
Cost of Implementation: Minimal printing cost.

5.6 Intercollegiate Athletics
Recommendation: A clear statement of philosophy and purpose for the
intercollegiate athletic program must be developed.
Progress to Date on Complying With Recommendation: A University statement of
athletics philosophy and principles was proposed by the Athletics Committee and approved
by President Grote in November, 1989.
Work That Remains:

Completed.

Cost of Implementation: None

-,

Recommendation: (1) The standing Athletics Committee must be called together to
rewrite the committee's charter following University and NCAA guidelines; and (2)
the rewrite must include the other recommendations of the SA CS subcommittee and
consider the SACS self-study suggestions; and (3) the administration must put more
demands on the committee to assure that it is performing its duties and
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responsif?ilities; and (4) the administration must consider the advice and
recommendations of the Athletics Committee.
Progress to Date on Complying With Recommendation: The Athletics Committee h a.,
established regular meeting dates. Appropriate lines of communication have been further opene
between administrative units and the committee. See Recommendation 5.6.1 above fo
additional work of the committee. The Task Force to Review University Standing Committee_
is reviewing recommendations for changes in the Athletics Committee and will make proposa~
for changes as it sees appropriate.
Work That Remains:

~mplementation of the task force's recommendations, if any.

Expected Completion Date: June 1990.
Cost of Implementation:
3. Recommendation:

None.

The administration must reiterate its policies to the athletic an

MSU Foundation personnel, require strict adherence to those policies, and hold the
responsible personnel accountable for violations of those policies. Th
administration must require expenditures for all sports, NCAA and non-NCAA, to
follow University budgetary procedures and to comply with University policy.
Progress to Date on Complying With Recommendation: All of these recommendation~
are being adhered to. Policies and procedures are in place to reduce the possibility of violations:
occurring. Adequate policies and procedures for control of athletic expenditures are in place
and these policies are being observed by both the athletic program and MSU Foundatio
personnel. The 1988-89 fiscal audit of the University's budget confirmed that, to the auditor'.:
knowledge, :no fiscal irregularities had occurred in the funding or spending in the at~etic_
programs.
Work That Remains:

Completed.

Cost of Implementation:
4. Recommendation:

None.

The administration must determine. the actual net cost o

intercollegiate athletic programs including items not previously included in th
budget (e.g., concessions, Eagle Athletic Fund Director's salary, etc.). And the

:f
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University Athletics Committee must be fully informed in a timely manner of all
I

budgetary matters and serve an oversight function to insure that all aspects of the
intercollegiate athletic programs are in compliance with University policy, SACS
requirements, and NCAA regulations.
Progress to Date on Complying With Recommendation:

A thorough review of

institutional funding of athletics was conducted as a result of the SACS subcommittee's and
other groups' reports. Extensive analyses of all financial data in the Spring of 1989 resulted
in the public distribution of statistical information on funding and expenditures. A policy
adopted by the Board of Regents assures appropriate involvement of the Athletics Committee.
Board composition assures that faculty and students will have regular review of athletics
program spending. A Task Force to Review University Standing Committees is examining
the need to change the duties and responsibilities of the Athletics Committee. The salary
of the Assistant Director of Development for Athletics is not defined as a direct athletic expense
since he is a member of the Office of Development staff.

Work that Remains:

Implement changes, if any, proposed by the Task Force on the Review

of University Standing Committees.

Expected Completion Date: June 1990.
Cost of Implementation: None.

6.1
1.

Organization & Administration

Recommendation: The duties of the Director of Athletics, the Coordinator of School
Relations, an(/, the Executive Assistant for University Advancement must be made
known to the faculty and staff by including these duties in the MSU Faculty Handbook;
and copies of the MSU Faculty Handbook must be distributed to and made available
in all administrative units down to and including the office-director level.
Progress to Date on Complying With Recommendation: Job descriptions for the Director
of Athletics, the Coordinator of School Relations, and the Executive Assistant for University
Advancement are on file in the Office of Personnel and may be reviewed by members of the
University community at that office. The job descriptions for the Director - of Budgets and
Management Information and the Director of Planning, Institutional Research, & Evaluation

,r
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who also report to the President for policy development are also on file in that same office.
Thus, the duties of all individuals who report to the President, including the Vice Presidents,
are located in a place where they can be assessed by faculty upon request. The same is true
for all other job descriptions at the University.

Work That Remains:

Completed.

Cost of Implementation:
2. Recommendation:

None.

The administrative titles coordinator, director, executive

director, executive assistant, and assistant vice president must (1) be reviewed and
defined accurately in terms of the nature, scope, degree of responsibility, and list
of duties for those positions; (2) be reviewed by the Job Evaluation Committee; (3)
be placed on file in the Office of Personnel Services; and (4) then be assigned
appropriately. In addition, (5) no changes in an administrator's title should be made
without the approval of the Job Evaluation Committee.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

Copies of job descriptions for

the Coordinator of School Relations, Director of Athletics, Executive Director of Enrollment
Services, Executive Assistant for University Advancement, and Assistant Vice President for
Fiscal Services have been reviewed by the appropriate reviewing authority. The content of
their job descriptions supports compliance with the recommendation. Those positions reporting
to the President (Coordinator of School Relations, Director of Athletics and Executive Assistam
for University Advancement) are excluded from the Job Classification and Compensation Plan
and, consequently, do not require review by the Job Evaluation Committee. The Executive
Director of Enrollment Services and the Assistant Vice President for Fiscal Services (the n
Executive Director of Fiscal Services) were reviewed and recommended for classification

tCI

exempt grade 9 by an external consulting firm and confirmed by the internal Job Evaluation
Committee. Subsequent to that review and classification, the title associated with the position
of Executive Director of Fiscal Services was changed to Assistant Vice President for Fisca!
Services. The job descriptions for the five positions mentioned above are on file in the Office
of Personnel Services and can be reviewed upon request. The Job Evaluation Committee i5
recommendatory to the President and, as such, does not approve title changes for administrator,: .
All title changes for administrators are recommended by supervisors through Personnel Actio n
Requests (PAR). Each PAR is approved by the President and subsequ; fltly ratified by the
Board of Regents . Further, Personnel Policy PG-44 states: "Routine classification shall nm
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require review by the Job Evaluation Committee." Therefore, since a title change will not
change the classification or grade of a position, it is not necessary for the Job Evaluation
Committee to review the title change. The Director of Personnel Services has attended two
meetings of the President's Executive Staff to share a recommended hierarchy of administrative
titles and to solicit a resolution for existing reporting relationships, i.e., directors reporting
to directors and coordinators interspersed throughout the hierarchy.

Work that Remains:

Further action on changes to job titles will be taken after the University

completes a review of its organizational structure.

Expected Completion Date: July 1990.
Cost of Implementation:
3.

Unknown.

Recommendation: The Dean of Undergraduate Programs must be placed in line
with the other four deans in the Division of Academic Affairs to reflect more
accurately the scope, responsibilities, and duties of the position.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

A new organizational chart

has been published where the Dean of Undergraduate Programs is in the appropriate line
with other deans.

Work that Remains:

Completed.

Cost of Implementation:

6.2
1.

None.

Institutional Advancement

Recommendation: Every effort must be made to hire a qualified director for the
Office of Publications as soon as possible.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The position of Director of
Publications has been reclassified to a higher salary level, and a national search is being
conducted for an experienced and proficient individual. The search committee is in the process
of interviewing applicants.
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Work that Remains:

Interviews and final hiring.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.
Cost of Implementation: Approximately $8,000 including salary upgrade and costs of
personnel search.

2. Recommendation: A system of evaluating standards for official MSU publications .....~

must be established, and University publications must be fully centralized.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: Arrangements have been made
to have the University's' major publications (catalogs, viewbook, student handbook, alumni
tabloid, and class schedules) evaluated regularly by editors, writers and graphic designers
employed by the CASE Critique Service. CASE, the Council for Advancement and Support
of Education, is recognized as the international organization of professionals in institutional
advancement at colleges, universities, and independent schools.

Work that Remains: The above-mentioned publications and others will be evaluated
periodically through recognition and award programs sponsored by CASE on the state and
national levels. Constituent groups will be surveyed annually to measure the effectiveness
of certain publications. The University's "Guide to University Publications and Graphic
Services" will be revised to reflect current policies and will be distributed to faculty and staff
members.
To centralize the University's publication functions, beginning with the 1990-91 budget,
monies spent for major publications by the various budget units will be pooled and distributed
according to requests approved by the Director of Publications. This action is taken to insure
the editorihl quality and consistency of the University's publications.

Expected Completion Date: June 1990 and annually thereafter.
Cost of Implementation: Unknown.
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6.3

Financial Resources
No recommendations

6.4 Physical Resources
l.

Recommendation: A system for developing, implementing, and reviewing all aspects
of the University's safety program must be established.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: The University has identified
a representative of Alexander and Alexander, the institution's primary insurance carrier, to
serve as a consultant to assist in a comprehensive review of the University's insurance coverage
and needs. Meetings have been scheduled with the vice presidents , deans and their staffs
to determine the adequacy or inadequacy of existing coverage relative to specific activities
and programs conducted within the various schools and departments.
The University's first general Safety Manual has been completed. Contracts have been
issued and removal of various chemical and hazardous waste completed. Additionally, new
procedures have now been implemented to monitor and systematically remove future waste
in a timely manner. An on-going education program in compliance with workers ' right-toknow laws on hazardous chemical risks has been implemented as outlined in the University's

Summary and Compliance Manual. A contract has been initiated for radiation consultants
in both the University's medical and scientific applications.

Work that Remains:

Review of the above procedures will be monitored for continued

effectiveness in providing a safe work environment.

Expected Completion Date: Fall 1990 and ongoing.
Cost of Implementation: Minimal. Long-range benefits will actually save the University
money.

2. Recommendation:

The University must develop, implement, and maintain a

facilities master plan.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation:

The firm of Burgess & Niple

has been hired to complete a campus plan for the University. The engineers and architects
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associated, with Burgess & Niple have met on numerous occasions with University officials.
An important part of their work has been the interaction with the work of the University's
strategic planning groups. As planning themes and goals are adopted, they are forwarded
to Burgess & Niple to aid them in appropriate facilities planning. The interface between the
University planning functions and facilities planning is important. The first technical briefs
on Introduction and Objectives of the Study, MSU Mission Statement and Long Range Goals,
Short Term University Goals, Program and Enrollment Projects, and Campus Physical ,,.
Characteristics/Environmental Setting were received in October, 1989, reviewed by the t
President's Executive Staff, and comments about the work were forwarded to Burgess & Niple.,'.t
A time schedule has been developed and approved by the University for completion dates
of the campus master pla:n work.

Work that Remains: Various reports are to be received, and the final plan is to be accepted
by the University. Remaining reports include: Site Resources and Land Use; General Building
Conditions and Resources; Circulation/Parking/Services; Community Context; HousingGreek, Faculty and Student; Opportunity Sites; and Utilities.

Expected Completion Date: The time schedule outlined by the car,,pus master plan
consultants includes a preliminary final report that will be ready in March, 1990 and the
final plan that will be considered for adoption in November, 1990.

Cost of Implementation: Cost to the University for the entire campus master plan project
is approximately $125,000.

6.5 Externally Funded Grants & Contracts
1.

Recomme:ndation: The University must examine existing policies related to faculty
obligations to instruction, research, and service. A single policy must be developed
that clearly delineates the faculty member's obligations to each of these activities.
Progress to Date on Complying with Recommendation: An ad hoc committee was
appointed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs to revise the faculty workload poli .
and to combine several existing policies into one clear statement that outlines a faculty mem ber·~
obligations to instruction, research, and service. A policy has 1:Jeen drafted and sent to
Faculty Senate for review and comment.
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Work that ,Remains: A proposed policy will be finalized by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs, reviewed by the President, and then recommended to the Board of Regents for adoption.

Expected Completion Date: Spring 1990.
Cost of Implementation: None.
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Responses to the Suggestions in
the University's SACS Self-Study Report
2.0 Institutional Purpose
l.

Suggestion: The University should print both the Mission Statement and th
Purpose Statement in all appropriate official publications (i.e., the Eagle Handboo
the Undergraduate Catalog, the Graduate Catalog, the Faculty Handbook and th • ~
MS U Handbook for Administrative, Professional, and Support Staff). Included wi ,~
the printed text should be a clear and concise explanation of the relationship betwe

-~

the Mission Statement and the Purpose Statement.
Response: The Mission Statement and the Purpose Statements were included in the 1

90 Undergraduate Catalog. The University Planning Council has proposed revisions in .-..
purpose statements which will be acted upon by the Board of Regents in February 1990. Pl have been made to print both the Mission Statement and the new Ideal Statements in
publications.
2.

Suggestion: The University should assign the responsibility for annually evaluatin
the institution's compliance with SACS criteria on Institutional Purpose to a broa based standing committee.
Response: President Grote has given to the University Planning Council (UPC)

responsibility of reviewing the University's Mission Statement and Purpose Statements. membership of the UPC includes faculty, staff, students, and administrators; and the co
meets regularly. The planning model used at MSU calls for continued review of mission purpose statements and integration of this review with the planning process. The first ro of strateg}c planning in 1989 has resulted in proposed revisions in the Purpose Stateme •
which were distributed in November, 1989, to the University community for comment
review. Final approval of the changes will be made by the Board of Regents. The UPC
a formally constituted, continuing body. It is not a group which meets on an ad hoc ba_..:
and thus, it can provide the suggested evaluation as a major p~rt of the planning proc _
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3.1 Planning and Evaluation
1.

Suggestion: The Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and Evaluation shoul<f,
develop and implement a model of institutional effectiveness which integrates
individual unit evaluations and helps units fully use evaluation results.
Respon,s e: A model of institutional effectiveness has been developed and adopted by the

President. Features of this model are: 1) Academic/ student outcomes assessment efforts are'. ,,
k

coordinated by the Dean of Undergraduate Programs and Dean of Graduate and Extended .J
Campus Programs; 2) Assessment of general education is supervised by the Dean of , ·,.
Undergraduate Programs; 3) Development and use of discipline-specific assessment is
coordinated by these two 'deans; 4) Evaluation of the effectiveness measures of non-academic
units is coordinated by the Director of the Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and
Evaluation (OPIRE) and directly supervised by the appropriate vice president; 5) Information
from all reviews and evaluations provides additional data for the Internal Environmental
Scanning Group in its work to determine the University's strengths and weaknesses; and
6) Information is synthesized and used in strategic planning to make overall recommendations
about changes at the institutional level.
2.

Suggestion: Academic departments should continue to adopt discipline-specific
measures of student academic changes.
Response: See Suggestion 3.1.3 below.

3.

Suggestion: Every effort should be made to assist individual programs in establishing
clear academic expectations for students.
Response; As stated in Suggestion 3.1.1, development and use of discipline-specific measures

of student academic changes are coordinated by the undergraduate or graduate dean . Formal
program review processes have been established, and OPIRE receives copies of all such
evaluations. OPIRE acts as the unit to tie together what is done at the departmental assessment
level with the University's planning process. In addition, the Vice President for Academic
Affairs serves as a member of the State Council of Chief Academic Officers, and the Director
of OPIRE serves as a member of the CHE committee of planning representatives. Both groups
review and recommend policies and procedures that help coordinate institutional planning
,,,

and program review.
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The U i:iiversity has provided training sessions and information for development of academic
assessment and institutional effectiveness. Additional sessions are planned to assist individual
units with developing and evaluating assessment programs.
4. Suggestion: The institution should continue to develop a systematic University-wide

system for setting educational expectations and measuring attainment relating to
the University's mission.
Response: The academic departments, working with the college deans and undergraduate ~·

and graduate deans, establish educational expectations at the department/unit level. The
University's planning process includes evaluation of how meeting expectations is linked to
strategic themes and go.als that support the University's mission. Each academic unit is
currently working to finalize academic competencies and expectancies. For further information.
see the response to Recommendation 4.1.4.

3.2 Institutional Research
1.

Suggestion: A research archive should be established in Camden-Carroll LibrQT7
for the storage and cataloging of data. Archive contents should be made knou
to campus units and faculty through systematic bulletins.
All institutional self-studies and other major institutional and individual rese

Response:

results are now filed in the Camden-Carroll Library. This suggestion has been prioritized al
a low level because of other commitments. Implementation of staff and space resources
need to be evaluated.
2.

Suggestion: The Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and Evaluation shou
'

assist faculty and staff involved in planning and evaluation projects by advisin_
them of institutional research capabilities on campus such as instruments, statistic
packages (e.g. SAS, SPSSX), and personnel with research expertise.
Response: See Suggestion 3.2.3.
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The Director, Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and

Evaluation, should periodically help to make available institutional research
workshops for administrators, staff, and faculty. These workshops would focus on ·
current assessment practices, problem solving, suggestions for new research, and
related developmental areas.
Response: The Director of OPIRE works on an informal basis to advise people requesting
information about the capabilities of all units that are involved in institutional research•type
projects, e.g., computer services and the registrar. Recently, OPIRE worked with the School
of Education, the Registrar, and the Office of Information Technology to correct problems
in collecting data on education majors. Now, the School of Education has the capability to
collect and cross-check its own data. This example illustrates the philosophy that OPIRE
attempts to assist units with specifically identified problems with the goal of making them
self-supporting in addressing future problems. When this cannot be done, the problem becomes
one that IR addresses.
At this time, there are no plans for OPIRE to further assist faculty and staff with developing
and implementing individual unit institutional projects. At present, IR helps with major
institutional projects and offers limited advice to individual units in the projects they conduct
outside OPIRE. Assistance with SAS and other types of research analyses and methodological
designs for non-institutional research projects falls outside the responsibility of OPIRE as
it is now constituted.

4.1
l.

Undergraduate Programs

Suggestion: A policy should be developed which describes the trans{er process from
application to acceptance. This policy should include guidelines and procedures for
the evaluation of transfer work and deadlines for the evaluation process.
Response:

Articulation agreements that describe the transfer process have been developed

with the University of Kentucky Community College System. In addition, a policy has been
drafted that states the University's position on accepting credit from non-regionally accredited
institutions and from military service units. This policy specifies academic standards for
transfer credit that will be accepted.
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2. Suggestion: The policy to describe and make available competencies should require

that each program develop an appropriate system for evaluating its success in helping
students acquire these competencies.
Response:

An administrative procedure statement is being distributed stating such a

requirement. For further information, see the response to Recommendation 3.1.4.
3.

Suggestion: The University Undergraduate Curriculum Committee should begin a ·
study of the degree programs in University Studies. If such programs are being used t
as a means of providing opportunity for flexible, unstructured educational
programming, they have validity. However, if it appears that they are being used
more for expediency than education, they should be restructured or eliminated.
Response:

Data have been requested from the Coordinator of General Studies that will allo

the University Undergr~duate Curriculum Committee to assess the University Studie.:
programs. The committee will begin with the Associate Degree in University Studies sine~
that program has grown significantly in the past year.
4. Suggestion: A mechanism should be developed by the Dean of Undergradua t

Programs for tracking those students who complete pre-professional programs
MSU and go on to other institutions. While it appears that this is being done w
on an informal basis, informatio'n gained by one program may be useful in anothl!
5.

Suggestion: The development and review ofprogram purposes, goals, and objecti ·
should be a structured part of the newly adopted program review process. T
process should provide a specific format for each program to follow in
developmrnt and dissemination of purposes, goals, and objectiVl:_S.
Response: The Academic Program Data Request created for the SACS self-study and n

maintained on the PRIME system calls for the review of program purposes and goals. It
calls for program competencies and an evaluation of the achievement of those competen
A printout of the Academic Program Data Request is reviewed by the program review commi
as it evaluates the program's performance and effectiveness. Such reviews will become a .
of the institutional effectiveness model to provide input into the total University evalua
process.

,.
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Suggestion: , As the University develops and refines its systems for the evaluation

of instruction, every effort should be made to ensure that the information acquired
from this evaluation is put to the most effective possible use. A policy should be ·
developed to provide guidelines for the collection, dissemination, and use of
evaluation data.
Response: As explained above, a system has been adopted to help interface student academic

assessment information from academic units with the planning process. Evaluation data on

"t

individual instructors are coordinated and handled through the Vice President for Academic

;,'.r

Affairs.
7.

Suggestion: A University committee of the faculty (Committee on Teaching or the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee) should develop a process for the evaluation
of experimental approaches to instructional methodology.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees has been charged

to examine the duties and responsibilities of all standing committees including the Committee
on Teaching and the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.
8. Suggestion: The Undergraduate Curriculum Committee should consider

reinstatement of the time requirements formerly imposed on courses taught in a
concentrated or abbreviated time period.
Response: The University Undergraduate Curriculum Committee has written new guidelines

for courses to be taught in abbreviated time periods which are to be labeled as workshops.
The guidelines do reinstate the former time requirements. The guidelines have been sent to
the Faculty Senate for review and comment.

4.2 Graduate Programs
1.

Suggestion: The University should maintain the budget for graduate programs so
that graduate programs are supported by resources substantially beyond those
provided for undergraduate programs.
Response: Currently, the budget for the Dean of Graduate and Extended ·campus Programs

contains money for over-the-road compensation, off-campus graduate expenses, and graduate
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assistantships. Individual departments do not separate expenditures for graduate vs .
undergraduate programs. No plans are being made to make such a budgetary change. The
Vice President for Academic Affairs continues to monitor the special needs of departme:r{ts
with large graduate offerings.
2. Suggestion:

The University should increase the amount of the graduate assistant

stipend in order to be competitive with similar institutions.
#
-~'·

Response: Stipends for graduate assistants were raised in 1989-90. The OPIRE has recentlyi
conducted a survey of benchmark institutions concerning graduate assistant stipends and
responsibilities. Results of the study have been used by the Dean of Graduate and Extended
Campus Programs in making recommendations for changes. A formal report on the study
is nearing completion. The Graduate Committee has forwarded to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs a proposal that would allow departments the flexibility to offer assistantship
stipends up to $4725 prov~ded they remain within their departmental allocation. As with other
staffing and salary issues, proposals for changes in the stipend amounts will be considered
during the University's budgeting process. It is the intent of the University to become more
competitive in regard to graduate assistant stipends.

3. Suggestion:

The University should maintain adequate resources to support

research, scholarly activity, and advanced professional training for its graduate
programs.
Response: Funding in 1988-89 was doubled by using resources made available by the MSU
Foundation, and that support has continued. During 1989-90 funds were made available for
awards to support faculty research and scholarly activity. Eight faculty received funds for
continued research. In November, 1989, the Board of Regents approved. an educational leave
'

policy and :a revised sabbatical leave policy that allow faculty to take approved leave to seek
further professional development. The number of sabbatical leaves granted for 1989-90 was
significantly greater than in previous years.
4.

Suggestion: The University should require a minimum ·GRE score of 1200 for
unconditional admission to any graduate program and should state it in the Graduate
Catalog.
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Suggestion: All admission and completion requirements for all graduate programs
should be published in the Graduate Catalog.
Response: The minimum score required on the GRE for unconditional admission to graduate
study now is published in the Graduate Catalog. The Vice President for Academic Affairs
has requested that all chairs carefully review Graduate Catalog copy to make sure that all
appropriate requirements are published in the catalog.

6. Suggestion: All departments should have a Planning and Evaluation Committee

or similar group among whose functions should be the collection of data on program
effectiveness, the review of programs, and when necessary the revision of curricula
and program requirements. These committees should work with (and draw upon
the resources and expertise of) the Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and
Evaluation.
Response: The OPIRE is updating information on all University unit planning and
evaluation committees. Issues addressed pertaining directly to graduate studies are given to
the Dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs. The responsibility for helping with
program review and use of such information to make curriculum and program changes is
coordinated by the Office of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs. Information is shared
with OPIRE and fed into the planning process through program review cycles. At the current
time OPIRE is directly involved in establishing procedures for collecting and using information
on extended campus centers. Such information will go directly to the Council on Higher
Education, which will regularly evaluate Extended Campus Centers providing feedback to
the University.
7. Suggestion:

1

The University should ensure that graduate courses taught in a

restricted time period are comparable to those offered within traditional time lines.
8. Suggestion:

The University should adopt an evaluation system for graduate

instruction which provides for a multidimensional evaluation of classroom
instruction and procedures for relating the outcomes to program evaluation and the
purposes of the University.
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4.3 & 4.5 Special Educational Programs and
Consortial & Contractual Relationships
l.

Suggestion: The Regional Campus Committee should provide a written evaluation
of all aspects of the regional campus programs (including the Appalachian Graduate
Consortium) and establish a system for consistent annual review.
Response: Currently, the Vice President for Academic Affairs has appointed an ad hoc
Regional Campus Committee. The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees

't-

/1
is reviewing the need for , composition of, and duties of a standing committee on regional ·
campus activities.
2.

Suggestion: The Office of Extended Campus Programs, with oversight by the Office
of Graduate and Special Academic Programs, should formulate, circulate, and
enforce a policy statement of the procedures by which the University awards and
records Continuing Education Units. That policy should include:
a. description of specific administrative and program criteria and guidelines
by which the University conforms to the SA CS Commission on Colleges C.E. U.
Criteria and Guidelines;
b. description of systematic procedures requiring University units or
employees that conduct C.E. U.-eligible activities to involve the Office of
Extended Campus Programs in their planning, recording and evaluation, with
specific sanctions for non-compliance.

4.4 Faculty
l.

Suggestion: The Office of Computing Services and the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs should together establish a relational data base holding all
f acuity data. Data on former faculty members should be maintained for 5 years.
Relevant data on part-time faculty should also be maintained with the same care.
One person in the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs should be
responsible for the continuous maintenance of this data base.
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Response:, The Vice President for Academic Affairs maintains a microcomputer data base
which contains all pertinent information on both full-time and part-time faculty. Continuous.
maintenance of the records is provided and information is updated regularly.
2.

Suggestion: The faculty hiring procedures for full-time faculty should be a PAc
written so as to correspond with the PAc now being written for part-time faculty.

3.

Suggestion: The accuracy of claims of "exceptional expertise" as a substitute for
formal academic training for any faculty member at the baccalaureate level should
be negotiated among the Dean of Undergraduate Programs, the college deans, and
the department chair. {n the event of disagreement, a procedure for decision on
qualification by an external referee should be used.
Response: See Recommendation 4.4.1.

4.

Suggestion: The University should obtain clarification of SACS rulings concerning
appropriate terminal degrees and relay them to the chairs of the departments
involved for appropriate action.

5.

Suggestion: Except for the specific cases noted in PAc-10 (Extraordinary Faculty
Compensation), faculty overloads should be minimized. Performing assigned duties
in academic administration by full-time faculty should be minimized, and the only
compensation for such performance of duties should be a compensatory release
of time from instructional duties.
Response: The Vice President for Academic Affairs and the college deans have carefully
examined practices of granting release time to faculty and have substan_tially reduced both
overload corilpensation and the practice of reducing teaching loads for administrative-type
duties.

6. Suggestion: Additional funding should be sought to bring faculty salaries to an

average of within 5% of CHE designated benchmarks.
Response: The University has made its top priority for the 1990-92 biennium increases
in faculty salaries. The University has requested in its 1990-92 bud.get request funds to raise
average faculty salaries to the average of CHE regional benchmarks. The CHE has approved
such a request, and this objective can be achieved if funds are appropriated by the state

J/I
·
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legislature. President Grote has said that without the requested state appropriations, the
University is committed to bringing the University's average faculty salary to the aver~ge
of state regional institutions in 1990-91 through internal budgeting decisions.
7. Suggestion:

The fair-market requirements of salaries for faculty in various

programs (e.g., the School of Business) should be addressed.
Response: See Recommendation 4.4.2.

t
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8.

Suggestion: The Professional Policies Committee of the Faculty Senate, in
conjunction with the Vice President for Academic Affairs, should fashion a summer
session course assignment policy that will allow summer session salaries to help
reduce inequalities in faculty salaries and not accentuate their disparities. A review
of the pay scale for summer sessions should be made.
Response: A survey of summer faculty salaries and responsibilities at CHE benchmark
institutions has been conducted by OPIRE, and the results will be shared with the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Any increase in summer salaries will be considered in the
regular institutional budgeting process.

9. Suggestion:

The Sabbatical Leave Committee should revise the sabbatical leave

policy (PAc-17) to specify the way sabbatical leave funds are expended.
Response:

PAc-17 on sabbatical leaves was approved by the Board of Regents in November,

1989. The revised policy more clearly specifies reasons for granting such leaves and how
awards are expended.
10.

Suggestion:

The Faculty Senate, with the advice of the Vice President for Academic

Affairs, should devise a greatly simplified committee structure that minimizes
overlap and redundancy. Before any ad hoc committee is formed, the Executive
Committee of the Faculty Senate should be consulted to prevent redundant
committee formation.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees has been charged
to examine existing and proposed committees. The report of tlie task force will be given
to the Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, and Student Government Association for review and
comment before changes are approved by the President.
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The University should further develop and implement plans for the

equitable and reasonable assignments of faculty responsibilities. The Office of the "
Vice President for Academic Affairs should carry out an experimental study over
the next year to establish a method of equitable faculty workload assignments.
Response: The Vice President for Academic Affairs and the academic deans are working
with the Office of Information Technology to devise a computer program that will create
a quantitative data base allowing for future analyses of faculty assignments.

12. Suggestion:

The Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and Evaluation should

prepare an estimate in conjunction with each of the three colleges of the number

of new terminal degree faculty needed.
Response: The computer program mentioned in Suggestion 4.4.11 will contain information
about the number of faculty needed according to CHE proposed criteria.
13. Suggestion:

The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs in conference

with the college deans and aepartment chairs should produce a data base for faculty
load calculations with current formula standards built into it. The load data for
all faculty would then be entered into this data base by the end of the second week
at the departmental level for all faculty covering all classes taught in the department.
Final reviews by the deans would be completed by some definite later date.
Response: See Suggestion 4.4.11 and Suggestion 4.4.12.
14.

Suggestion: The academic administrative apparatus may be unnecessarily
complex. Th~ Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs should seek methods
to simplify departmental and sub-departmental administration. Particularly,
computerization of many of the departmental functions, e.g., curricular and catalog
materials and personnel records would decrease the time required for this
administration. Even the common use of a single word processor and/ or
transmission of most documents electronically could save some time.
Response: Some University documents distributed and updated by many di_fferent academic
offices have been entered on the PRIME , e.g., the Faculty Handbook, the standing committee
book, etc.
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5.2 Library
l.

Suggestion: To insure that the library collections are easily available, the library
should remodel and relocate some collections to develop a more functional
arrangement of the library public service points, particularly for periodicals.
Response: The 1990-92 capital construction request from the University contained a $2.6

million request for renovation and expansion of Camden-Carroll Library. The request .was
not approved by the CHE. The Director of Libraries has completed the relocation of several
collections during the past two years using traffic patterns as one criteria for placement.
2.

Suggestion: To insure that the library's physical facilities are adequate to house,
service, and make library collections easily available, the institution should provide
18,000 square feet (for A CRL "B" rating) for separate housing of special collections,
University archives, etc.
Response: See Suggestion 5.2.1.

3.

Suggestion: To insure that the library's collection is evaluated and weeded
systematically, the University Library Committee should revise the current policy
on collection development to include criteria on frequency of evaluation and
weeding. This policy should include use of statistical information on holdings and
circulation, which will be available through the LS 2000.

4.

Suggestion: To insure that faculty members receive necessary information on
collection development, the University Library Committee should discuss and
develop a policy on communication between the library and academic departments.
''

Response:

One line of communication that currently exists is that the Director of Libraries

is a member of Academic Council, a group which also includes the academic deans.
5.

Suggestion: The library support staff classification and compensation plan should
be re-evaluated.
Response: The Vice President for Academic Affairs has met twice with the library staff

and will continue to do so until the current classification system -has ·been evaluated and
a consensus for change reached.

1','.'i:-
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6.

Suggestion: The duties and responsibilities

of the University Library Committee,

as reflected in the Standing Committee Handbook, should be expanded to include
an annual evaluation of library resources together with cooperative arrangements.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees is currently
reviewing the duties and responsibilities of all committees, including the University Library
Committee.
7.

Suggestion: To insure that the institution owns the materials and provides them
through formal agreements to support the credit courses, programs, and degrees
offered at off-campus centers, it should identify and provide the Office of Graduate
and Special Academic Programs funding for library resource and service needs
as prerequisite to approval for each off-campus offering.
Response: The University has received a positive response from the Council on Higher
Education on the establishment of two Extended Campus Centers. The CHE has also
encouraged improvement o{ support services at off-campus locations. Upon approval of the
state legislature, money funded for these centers could be used to improve support services
at off-campus locations. As with all internal budget requests, funding for this proposal will
be considered during the budgeting process.

8.

Suggestion: To evaluate and properly fund collection development for services to
off-campus centers, the library should record usage statistics for each center so
that the Office of Graduate and Special Academic Programs can budget for needed
services.

5.3 Instructional Support
1.

Suggestion: The University should ensure that the scheduled renovation of Lappin
Hall is carried forward, and that the faculty and administrators of the programs
housed there be fully consulted about the renovations needed to make Lappin Hall
a fully modern facility.
Response: The CHE recommended that the state sell bonds to fund a $5 million renovation
of Lappin Hall. Approval must now come from the legislature.Upon such approval a committee
which includes representatives from the programs housed in Lappin Hall will be formed
to formalize plans for the work.
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2.

Suggestion: The University should study the facilities needs of every program and
then determine priorities and commit itself to the upgrading of those facilities where
the needs are the most immediate.
Response: See Recommendation 6.4.2.

3.

Suggestion: The University should study the equipment needs of all programs and
... ,·,

then determine priorities and commit itself to the upgrading, repairing, or replacing
of inadequate equipment.

·.,'.f

Response: See Recomµiendation 5.3.1. Annual evaluations of the need to repair or replace
equipment are conducted by academic programs and institutional support units. In addition,
the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the academic deans annually request information
about equipment needs from the academic departments. These needs are reviewed as a part
of the institution's annual budgeting process.
4.

Suggestion: The University should consider hiring additional personnel qualified
to maintain and repair instructional equipment.
Response: Requests for new staff positions will be made and reviewed for funding as a
part of the institution's annual budgeting process.

5.

Suggestion: The University should establish a means of assessing computer
hardware needs across various programs, a means of coordinating computer
acquisitions, and a systematic means of establishing these computer laboratories
so as to make best use of available University resources.
Respons~: The Computer Services Committee is charged to review p'olicies and procedures
as they relate to computing needs at the University. Any expansion of that committee's
responsibilities will be considered by the Task Force for the Review of University Standing
Committees.

6.

Suggestion: The percentage of unrestricted E&G revenues spent on instructional
support should be increased in this biennium to that of our Kentucky peers; in the
next biennium, it should be increased to the average of our ~enc!!:mark institutions.

b
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Response: ' During the 1989-90 fiscal year additional commitments have been made to
increase funds for instruction and academic support. The percentage of E&G revenues spent .
on these areas in 1988-89 showed significant improvement toward reaching state and
benchmark figures. The University has made further progress a high priority in its budgeting
process.
7.

Suggestion: A standing committee should be formed to ensure that inadequacies
~-

in instructional equipment are corrected according to a timely, equitable system ·,;'.;;

of acquisit ion. Toward that end, the committee would serve as an advocate for
excellence in instructional equipment at the University.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees is currently
examining the need for n.ew committees and the possibility of changing the duties and
responsibilities of existing committees.

5.4 Computer Services
1.

Suggestion: The Office of Information Technology should be realigned within the
University's administrative organization and/or restructured to better serve the
unique needs of academic computer users.
Response: A major reorganization of the University's data, telecommunication, and print
technology services occurred in October, 1988, and resulted in the creation of the new Office
of Information Technology. There are no plans to realign the Office of Information Technology
within the University's present organizational structure. Better communication among
Academic Affairs, academic units, and Information Technology has resulted in a more effective
response to a:cademic computing needs.

2.

Suggestion: The University should examine ways to offer competitive salaries for
key computing services personnel, both to prevent losing individuals with crucial
expertise and to continue to employ able managers and technicians as demand for
services increases.
Response: A model for the distribution of staff salaries has been developed which better
recognizes market value as an objective for salary increases. This positive move will help
improve the salaries of professional staff in critical areas such as Information Technology.
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The University Job Evaluation Committee is charged with the responsibility to monitor and
respond to requests for position upgrades. Some positions received salary upgrades in 198990 to improve the University's ability to retain experienced personnel in computing areas.
3.

Suggestion: The composition of the University-wide standing committee on
computing services should be reviewed, and the committee should conduct regular
meetings throughout the academic year to carry out its duties and responsibilities,. . :'.
f. .i'i
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees will address possibli~'
changes in the Computer Services Committee to determine if composition and duty changes
need to be adopted.

5.5 Student Development Services
1.

Suggestion: The University should upgrade its student development services at
the regional centers.
Response: A survey to determine the interest and need for student development services

will be conducted at the extended campus centers and sites during the spring semester of
1989/ 90. Based on survey results, appropriate student support services, within available
resources and in cooperation with the Dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs,
will be offered beginning in 1990-91.
2.

Suggestion: The University should provide a formal evaluation plan for the
Division of Student Life and implement the evaluation process on an annual basis.
Responsr As with other non-academic units, all offices of the Division of Student Life

are included in the institutional effectiveness model and analyses as explained in Suggestion
3.1.1. Various assessment instruments and user surveys are under review for implementation
beginning with the 1989-90 spring semester.
3.

Suggestion: The University should develop ways to improve the availability of
instructors for advising off-campus students.

r
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Response: ' The Dean of Graduate and Extended Campus Programs is reviewing means

to provide greater access to advisors for off-campus students. The establishment and funding
of two extended campus centers will facilitate such a process.
4,

Suggestion: The University should publish a clearly written policy concerning the
University's role in and the operations of student publications and electronic media.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees will consider

expanding the duties of the Board of Student Publications to include such a responsibility.

5.6 Intercollegiate Athletics
l.

Suggestion: The University community should seek a long-term solution to the
athletic subsidy problem by working toward the 1989 Board of Regents' mandate.
Further, the regents should also seriously consider additional athletic program cost
containment measures.
Response: The Board of Regents in June, 1989, adopted a policy of cost containment for

the University's athletics programs. A part of this policy included a review of its status
and progress. President Grote initiated additional cost containment measures in Fall 1989
with the announcement of a decrease in the number of coaches and scholarships allocated
in athletic programs beginning in 1990-91.
2.

Suggestion: (1) Ad hoc committees should not be formed to perform the duties and
responsibilities of standing University committees; and (2) if the President feels
it is necessary to form an ad hoc committee, he should first seek advice and
recommenqations concerning the formation of such a special- group from the
appropriate standing committee.
Response: The Task Force to Review University Standing Committees will consider all

suggestions about possible changes in the Athletics Committee. The report of the task force
will be sent to the Faculty Senate, Staff Congress, and Student Government Association
for their review and comment. Any changes will be approved by the President.
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3.

Suggestion: No action should be taken concerning any matter listed as a duty or
responsibility of the Athletics Committee without first taking the matter before
the Athletics Committee for its review, advice, and recommendations.
Response: See Response to Suggestion 5.6.2.

4.

Suggestion: (1) The Athletics Committee should elect a chairperson to bring it into

,,
compliance with University policy; and (2) the chairperson should be elected for b

.f '"

a specific term of office, a term long enough to assure that he/ she can learn athletfo,:t
procedures and fully understand the duties of the committee.
Response: See Response to Suggestion 5.6.2.
5.

Suggestion: The Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) should be a voting exofficio member of the Athletics Committee.
Response: See Response to Suggestion 5.6.2.

6.

Suggestion: (1) The duties of the FAR should be made known to the faculty and
staff by including his/her duties in the MSU Faculty Handbook; and (2) copies of
the MSU Faculty Handbook should be distributed to and made available in all
administrative units down to and including the office-director level.

7.

Suggestion: The President and Athletic Director should evaluate the duties and
responsibilities of the FAR, and make certain that he or she is given enough release
time and resources to properly perform his or her duties, most importantly,
maintaining a proper relationship with Athletics Committee members.
Response: Release time is granted to the FAR for the purpose of carrying out the duties
of the position.

8.

Suggestion: (1) The Athletics Committee should set _regular meeting times
throughout the year after polling members to make certain that the meetings are
held when a majority of members can attend; and that (2) at least one public forum
should be held by the committee once a semester to a.llow o.! her faculty, staff,
administrators, and students to voice their concerns and ideas; and (3) the Faculty
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Senate should invite the FAR to give it regular updates on athletics as suggested
by the NCAA Handbook.
Response:
9.

See Response to Suggestion 5.6.2.

Suggestion: The Director of the Eagle Athletic Fund should be employed by the
MSU Foundation rather than the University. The Director's status as a University
employee serves to inflate the value of Eagle Athletic Fund contributions to the

-~

ri.,:IJ

Response: The Assistant Director of Development for Athletics is employed by the

University in the Office· of Institutional Advancement. The practice of the institution
employing the person whose partial responsibilities are to raise funds for athletics is endorsed
by the NCAA as a means to help the University monitor fund raising in athletic programs.
The salary of the Assistant Director of Development for Athletics is not considered as external
athletic support.

6.1 Organization & Administration
1.

Suggestion: The job description of department chairs should be reviewed and be
both revised and updated~ as necessary; and this revised, updated description should
be kept on file in the Office of Personnel Services and should be included in the
MS U Faculty Handbook.
Response: The Vice President for Academic Affairs has appointed a subcommittee of the

Academic Council to review the job description of academic department chairs for possible
revision.
2.

J;:.

•.

University.

Suggestion: Appropriate, task-specific evaluation instruments reflecting the
duties of the administrator to be evaluated (1) should be devised or otherwise adopted
for use with academic administrators at the levels of associate dean, dean, and
vice president; and (2) a like instrument should be devised for the evaluation of
department chairs by their deans or associate deans (such an instrument is already
mandated for faculty evaluation of chairs).
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3.

Suggestion: Academic administrators at the levels of associate dean, dean, and
vice president should undergo annual evaluations by all individuals whom they
supervise directly, thus effecting an evaluation from above and below for each
administrator in the Division of Academic Affairs.

4.

Suggestion: Administration should (1) reexamine procedures and mechanisms for
disseminating information among administrators, faculty, staff, and students; (2)
revise existing procedures and mechanisms to that end, as appropriate; and (3) take

t

pains to disseminate in an effective and timely fashion to the total University

,if ,

community information necessary for understanding what is happening at the
University.
Response:

During Summer and Fall 1989, the University's central administration has sent

many communiques to unit offices, all faculty and staff, and representative bodies (Faculty
Senate, Staff Congress, and Student Government Association) to help inform University
personnel about such topics as decisions by the Council on Higher Education which directly
impact MSU, construction projects, strategic planning proposals, etc. In addition, more public
meetings of the University community will be held in 1989-90 than in 1988-89, e. g., faculty
meetings, meetings to discuss proposed strategic goals, etc.
5.

Suggestion: (1) All active lay advisory committees at MSU should formulate
statements concerning committee purpose or function, frequency of meetings,
qualifications for membership, number of members, and any other pertinent
information; and (2) these documents should be kept on file both by the department
or other unit sponsoring the committees and by the office of the appropriate dean
or vice president.
I

6.

Suggestion: (1) Faculty copies of academic policies (PAc's) and general policies
(PG's) should be updated and distributed at least annually by September 15 to all
regular full-time faculty by the Vice President for Academic Affairs; and (2)
materials in the MS U Faculty Handbook should be updated annually and distributed
by September 15 to all regular full-time faculty and to all administrative units down
to and including the office-director level.
Response: The University is moving to put all PAc's and PG's on ··the PRIME so that
all personnel will have access to them and they can be updated in a timely and efficient
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fashion. The Vice President for Academic Affairs is also putting the MSU Faculty Handbook
on the PRIME for the same reasons.
7.

Suggestion: The MSU organizational chart should be (1) updated and distributed
to all University personnel annually (or as major changes occur); and (2) the
organizational chart should be included in each year's Eagle (MSU's student
handbook).

1:

Response: When the organizational structure was changed in 1988-89, a new organizational
chart was distributed. A current chart will be included in the 1990/ 91 Eagle, the student
handbook, as well as other appropriate publications.

6.2 Institutional Advancement
1.

Suggestion: The Office of Planning, Institutional Research, and Evaluation, in
conjunction with other. University (strategic) planning bodies, should plan, devise,
and implement a systematic, periodic random survey of MSU alumni. The alumni
survey instrument used should be tailored to meet the major information needs
of all University constituencies likely to benefit from alumni input.
Response: The OPIRE is working with the Dean of Undergraduate Programs to conduct
an alumni survey in 1989. The External Environmental Scanning Group devised questions
to add to the ACT Alumni Survey, which is the form used in 1989. The Office of Alumni
Affairs coordinated the distribution and collection of the survey. Results go directly to the
Dean of Undergraduate Programs and are disseminated accordingly. The OPIRE will be
involved to compare results with previous alumni surveys where IR was responsible for the
collection :of such data. Such evaluations will become a part of the institutional effectiveness
process established at the University.

2.

Suggestion: In addition to maintaining personal records of those who have
completed degrees, a data base should be maintained on those who matriculate
to the University but do not graduate. Appropriate announcements and publications
should be sent to this group. Survey information and response to communications
could be determining factors in continuing to maintain a file after a specific time.

,if ,
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Respon~e: Historically and in keeping with the practice of most institutions of higher
education, the University has not maintained personal records of those who did not complete
a degree or pre-professional program of study. However, the Office of Institutional
Advancement has initiated a search process for names and addresses of such individuals
on a limited basis during the past year and have found more than 300. The magnitude of
a project such as this would require the allocation of additional personnel and fiscal resources
to the Office of Alumni Relations. In view of other needs, this project currently has a low.. ,,.
priority. Alumni Relations plans to publish a limited number of advertisements which will t
invite non-graduates to send information on a voluntary basis.
3.

,;'.f

Suggestion: The Office of Media Relations should devise a better means of
measuring the productivity of the office.
Response: The evaluation of the Office of Media Relations will become a part of the
University's institutional effectiveness process. See the response to Suggestion 3.1.1. At the
present time, the Office of Media Relations is attempting to ascertain how comparable
institutions measure such· productivity. Additional professional evaluation methods are being
considered.

4.

Suggestion: The Office of Development should continue to seek improved means
of measuring the effectiveness of development efforts.
Response: The evaluation of the institution's development functions will become a part
of the institutional effectiveness process. At the present time, standards of the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) are being considered as a means to assess
cost effectiveness. Additional professional evaluation methods are also being considered.

5.

Suggestion: The Office of Development should continue to seek improved means
of recording and reporting results of targeted population campaigns. The office
should also continue to improve its abilities to evaluate the success of its targeted
campaigns.
Response: As with other non-academic offices, the Office of Development will be included
in the institutional effectiveness model and analyses explained in Suggestion 3.1.1.
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Suggesti<in: The Office of Development should coordinate its efforts with the
University-wide planning and evaluation processes in order to continue to improve
the effectiveness of the office.
Response: The University's private giving continues to grow beyond the national average,

but with established coordination with planning and institutional effectiveness, greater
improvement can be achieved. An emphasis on external fund raising has been included in
the University's strategic plan.

6~3 Financial Resources
1.

Suggestion: MSU should study the management and operation of the Office of
Financial Aid, including cash, office, and awards cycle management.
Response: According to federal, state and institutional audit reports, the Office of Financial

Aid is in compliance with its respective standards of management and operation. A more
efficient record system for the disbursement and collecting of the emergency student loan
fund is being studied.
2.

Suggestion: A portion of the current fund balance surplus should be used to provide
much needed instructional equipment for academic departments.
Response: President Grote authorized the expenditure of about $310,000 in 1989-90 from

the rebudgeted fund balance to provide significant money to purchase new instructional
program equipment. (See Recommendation 5.3.1.)
3.

Suggestion{ The University should examine those policies and procedures
employed to allocate funds for instruction and increase the percentage of funds
for instruction to the mean level of the 30 benchmark institutions.
Response: See Suggestion 4.4.6 and Suggestion 5.3.6.

4.

Suggestion: The individual allocations for institutional support should be reviewed
for the purpose of reducing support for these activities to the mean level of
benchmark institutions, with consideration being given to the concept of economies
of scale.
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Respons~: During the 1989-90 budget process, funds were reallocated from non-academic
support units to instruction and academic support. A similar budgeting approach that
addresses this same objective is being followed for the 1990-91 budget process. See Suggestion
4.4.6 and Suggestion 5.3.6.

5.

Suggestion: High priority should be given in future fund-raising activities to the
acquisition of monies for instructional equipment.
Response: The Office of Development and the President have made fund raising for new ~..
instructional equipment a priority where appropriate for the past two years. Money for such
purposes has been raiseq. for the Fund for Progress and by major gifts. In addition, academic
units have been encouraged to apply for external funds through grants and contracts and
have had some success.

6.

Suggestion: MSU should enable faculty and staff to have greater input into the
planning of the appropriate department/unit budget and the University-wide
budget.
Response:

7.

See Suggestion 6.3.7.

Suggestion: The development of a strategic plan for MSU should assist
administrative personnel in establishing sound institutional priorities, and the goal
of such strategies should allow planning to drive the budget.
Response: The strategic planning process established by President Grote establishes
prioritized themes, goals, and strategic initiatives. The process of setting priorities is
accomplished through the cooperative work of the University Planning Council (UPC),
University Planning Advisory Group (UPAG- President's Executive Staff), and the President.
Initiatives will be divided into three categories related to funding: no additional cost to the
institution; one-time funding; and additional recurring funds through base budget allocations.
These initiatives will be prioritized and used by the University to make funding decisions.
The Director of Budgets and Management Information is a member of the UPAG and works
closely with the UPC to evaluate planning proposals. Because of the UPC's involvement
of additional faculty and staff, more people have input into the planning and budgeting
processes.
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6.4 Physical Resources
1.

Suggestion: The policies governing the procedures utilized for space management/
allocation and facility renovation decisions should be documented and distributed
within the University community.
Response: The completion of the Master Plan, scheduled for Fall 1990, and continuing
upgrade of the institution's facility data base will provide the University with information
to systematically evaluate changing space needs . Procedures for space management will be
developed and distributed within the University community.

2.

Suggestion: As existing facilities are renovated or new facilities constructed, the
University should consider the need for additional lounge areas and smoking/non
smoking areas.
Response:

Appropriate smoking/non-smoking practices are outlined in the updated Safety

Manual. When new construction and renovation projects are approved for the University,

additional consideration will be given to use of lounge areas.
3.

Suggestion: The University should continue its efforts to receive and allocate
funding to address heating I cooling problems.
Response: The University requested $2 million for facility improvements and HV AC
repairs/replacement for 1990-92. The request has been recommended by the CHE to the
Governor and legislature for state funding. The request now needs to receive legislature
approval. In addition, $5.9 million was requested and approved by the CHE for phase II
of the utility/ electric distribution system renovation, which also awaits legislature approval.

4.

Suggestion: Additional study should be devoted to an analysis of reasons for the
perceived problem with completing work orders in a timely manner.
Response: A study of the timeliness of completing work orders is being conducted by the
Physical Plant staff. New response forms will be put into use in Spring 1990. The new system
will be monitored for improved efficiency and effectiveness.

5.

Suggestion: A building-by-building study of the effectiveness of custodial services
should be undertaken.

~
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Respons~:

A study of the effectiveness of custodial services is being conducted. A new

response form will be used beginning Spring 1990. Building supervisors will be asked to
participate in the evaluation to improve effectiveness.

6.5 Externally Funded Grants & Contracts
1.

Suggestion: The University should place the responsibility for monitoring grant
expenditures, monitoring the progress of research projects, and assuring "t:
·t
compliance with mandated guidelines in the Office of Research, Grants, and ,,·:·
Contracts.
Response: The feasibility of giving to the Office of Research, Grants, and Contracts the

responsibility to monitor grant expenditures and compliance is being studied by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs and the academic deans in consultation with the Vice President
for Administrative and Fjscal Affairs.
2.

Suggestion: MSU should encourage its faculty and staff members to develop and
write more individual proposals for externally funded grants by setting targets
for levels of participation and by providing incentives, i.e. "seed money," tenure,
rank, and salary increases.
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